Our Privacy Booth makes it simple to step away for privacy while staying in the office. With a sound-dampening felt lining and glass door, it's a quite space for phone calls, while a fixed-height shelf and built-in charging outlets let you get some work done. Extra features like lighting, ventilation openings, and an automatic running fan help keep you comfortable.

- Includes a Vari® LED Task Lamp™ and Room for an Active Chair (Sold Separately)
- 3 AC Outlets and 2 USB Ports
- A 30" Diameter Glass Skylight adds Ambient Light
- Designed to be Easy to Move as Needed
- Assembled in 15 Minutes or Less by 2 People

**Privacy Booth**

**FRONT VIEW:**
- 48" (122 cm)
- Door Height: 80 ½" (204.5 cm)
- Door Width: 39 ½" (100.5 cm)

**SIDE VIEW:**
- 48" (122 cm)
- 90" (229 cm)